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Abstract— This paper aims to developing safety and rescue 

system based on underground mine worker based on zigbee. 

A sensor node is developed for sensing different 

environmental parameters of underground mine. zigbee 

communication protocol is used for safe and economic data 

communication. zigbee is used for transmission between the 

hardware circuit fitted with the mine workers and the ground 

control center computer system through some routers. This 

system collect data from sensor and all sensed data is 

digitized by PIC microcontroller which gives low power 

platform with fast execution. This system is highly beneficial 

for rescue and protection of miners. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Safety is most important factor for mine workers. In the 

mining industries safety and security is a fundamental aspect 

of all. In this paper we are concentrating mainly on 

underground mines and how the toxic gases can be 

monitored in order to control the mining operations keeping 

safety of workers. It is very important to know actual 

conditions in underground mines. If there is extreme 

condition and workers are trapped in landslide, Fire, 

poisonous gases so it is necessary to monitor some 

parameter. Communication is most vital key factor today, to 

monitor parameters continuously and to avoid any type of 

hazards; loss of material, damaging of human health the 

reliable faithful communication system is essential in the 

interior of underground mines. Wireless communication is 

the burning need today for the rapid, precise, flexible, 

uninterrupted process in underground mines. For the 

successfully wireless data transmission zigbee is used. Here 

monitoring underground parameters by using PIC, sensor 

module, Alarm, zigbee, display, ground monitoring center. 

The proposed system can be divided into two 

sections. First is hardware circuit that will be attached with 

wall of the mine or body of the mine workers. The circuit 

has sensor module consisting of some sensor that measures 

parameters like temperature, concentration of different gases 

etc. Gas concentration digitized by is meant for harmful 

gases like methane, carbon monoxide etc. some of the gases 

are toxic and some are inflammable. PIC controller is used 

with sensors to receive its output and to take necessary 

decision. The microcontroller can store data as required by 

the user for maintaining the record. Means collected data 

continuously displayed on display as well as monitored at 

ground monitoring center via zigbee. If any parameter 

exceeds its predefined level then the alarm is generated and 

sends monitored data to ground monitoring center through 

Zigbee. So as the action can be taken place on the condition. 

The wireless zigbee system used to make reliable 

communication. 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The system proposed in this project is consists of some 

sensors, controller and display models with alarm, described 

as follows; 

A. Block Diagram: 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram 

B. Block Diagram Description: 

The system can be divided into two sections. First is a 

hardware circuit that will be attached with the wall of the 

mines or body of the mine workers. This may be preferably 

fitted with the safety helmet of the workers also which 

should be mandatory in the premises of any underground 

mines. The circuit has a PIC 16F877, sensor module 

consisting of some sensors that measures real-time 

underground parameters like temperature, concentration of 

methane gas, concentration of CO, CO2, Ammonia, Sulfide 

and Benz etc. Gas concentration is meant for the harmful 

gases like methane and carbon-monoxide etc. Some of the 

gases are toxic and some are inflammable. A PIC controller 

is used with the sensors to Collect the sensor outputs and it 

display on LCD and to take the necessary decision. The 

results are also display on pc using java/jsp programming. 

The microcontroller can store data as required by the user 

for maintaining of records.  

Once temperature is more than the safety levels 

preprogrammed at PIC controller, the measured methane gas 

and also for CO/ammonia gas values more than the safety 

level preprogrammed at microcontroller, it decodes different 

type of beep alarms. Similarly when gas concentration 

crosses the safety level, microcontroller decodes siren 
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alarms. In all such cases, this will send an alarm through an 

urgent data to the ground control terminal through zigbee. 

And display on PC using java programming. 

Communication through these encoding and decoding of 

alarm signals is effectively established with the help of 

microcontroller. The microcontroller data is transmitted 

through two separate boards i.e. Zigbee transmission module 

to the data collector or receiver module. 

III. HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS: 

The proposed system requires the microcontroller to collect 

and process on collected data, wireless Zigbee transmitter 

and receiver for transmission and reception of information, 

various sensors to measure parameters, display for 

displaying the parameter value and buzzer for indication of 

exceeding parameter value. These all are explained as 

follows; 

A. PIC 16F877: 

For collecting sensor data here used microcontroller is PIC 

16F8XX A with 20MHz operating frequency. It collects 

data and transmits through zigbee. Microcontroller made the 

decision according to sensors voltage level and it transfers 

data to LCD display and to the ground monitoring center. If 

the value of any sensor has larger value than that of safe 

level then alarm will be generate. 

B. ZIGBEE Technology: 

The earth material has low resistance so the underground 

transmitted signals may be weak and GPRS technology is 

not enough. So in underground the use of Zigbee technique 

is very useful. Also for long distance Zigbee routers are 

used. 

In case of underground because of the low 

resistance of earth material, the transmitting signal may be 

weak enough not to reach properly at the ground center. So 

some more Zigbees are required throughout the path as 

routers, which will act as receiver and transmitter in case of 

non-linear route inside mines. These routers are required to 

be fixed over the walls of the underground mines. One of 

the possible schemes applied for shaft mining. 

C. Sensors: 

1) Temperature sensor: sensors used whose output 

voltage is linearly propotional to the celcius 

(centigrade) Temperature. The output of sensor 

converted to digital that easy connecting with 

microcontroller. 

2) Methane sensor:: Good sensitivity to Combustible gas 

in wide range. High sensitivity to Methane, Propane 

and Hydrogen. 

3) CO/CO2 sensor: When the target combustible gas exist, 

The sensor’s conductivity is more higher along with 

the gas concentration rising. 

IV. SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT: 

1) C programming 

2) Keil µvision 4.0 

3) Flash magic 

4) Multisim 

5) JAVA/JSP 

V. RESULTS 

A. LCD Display At Mines: 

 

 
Fig. 2(a): Result 

B. Computer At Monitoring Center: 

 

 
Fig. 2(b): Result 

Fig. 2(a) and 2(b) shows the result of parameters monitored 

on LCD display and result displayed on computer 

monitoring screen respectively. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This system is effective, reliable than that of old security 

system. The extreme accidents can be controlled using real 

time data monitoring with zigbee. So proper monitoring is 

possible at both the workers and ground staff which help to 

take appropriate actions more fast and smartly. The system 

can be easily extended with zigbee wireless image 

transmission facility in future; it will improve and extend to 

check accurate position of miners. 
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